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Contents Introduction
Helping young people in poor neighborhoods transition successfully to adulthood. 
Demonstrating that low-income students can graduate from high school ready for college  
and career. Ensuring that all children show up for kindergarten ready to learn.
Our nation’s leading foundations and nonprofits are committed to achieving compelling and  
far-reaching goals like those above. Many of them, however, have come to believe that their bold 
aspirations cannot be realized without a critical mass of organizations and individuals aligned and working 
effectively as a field. For the goals mentioned above, 
the strength of the after-school, charter school and 
early education fields, respectively, may mean the 
difference between success and failure.
That’s why field building is a critical strategy 
for social change; it’s also why funders and nonprofits 
committed to large-scale impact know that they need 
to be intentional about strengthening the fields in 
which they operate. Yet these agents of social change 
often struggle to understand how to focus their field-building investments and activities because they lack  
a comprehensive and coherent map of the strengths and weaknesses of their field.
To help address this challenge, The James Irvine Foundation asked The Bridgespan Group to 
develop an approach to assessing the strengths and needs of a field. The result is a framework for building 
more robust fields, The Strong Field Framework, presented in this report. (We have used the framework 
to assess the field of multiple pathways in California in order to inform our Youth program strategy.  
The framework’s application to the multiple pathways field is included as a case study on page 12.)
The Strong Field Framework can help other foundations and nonprofits to assess the strengths 
and needs of the fields they seek to build, and to prioritize their efforts and investments. It has helped 
us become more strategic in our field-building work; we have also found that the very act of assessing a 
field, if done in collaboration with the field’s leaders, can help to coalesce the organizations and agencies 
working towards a common goal in powerful ways.
We hope it can do the same for you, and we would welcome your input and feedback as well as 
accounts of your own experiences, as you work to strengthen your field.
What is a field?
A community of organizations and individuals:
VËÝÁ~ËÍ~jÍjÁËÍÝ?ÁaÄË?Ëcommon goal, and
VËÖÄ~Ë?ËÄjÍËwËcommon approachesËÍË?WjÜ~Ë
Í?ÍË~?
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Systemic change is critical for solving some of the greatest social challenges in our nation today. And one of the 
most important levers for bringing about such change is field building — coordinating the efforts of multiple 
organizations and individuals around a common goal and creating the conditions necessary for them to succeed. 
Why? When successful, such efforts can improve the overall infrastructure of a field, enabling the 
organizations within it to achieve greater social impact. The rising tide — in the form of support for weaker 
organizations, filled gaps in service, enhanced understanding of peers working towards the same or similar goals, 
and improved communication and coordination throughout — lifts all boats. Importantly, however, the goal of 
field building is not to make each organization follow the same strategy or approach; rather, it is to enable a variety 
of organizations to operate and collaborate more effectively, whether their efforts center on specific aspects of the 
field or are more broadly focused.
What do field-building efforts look like? It depends on the field itself, and its particular strengths and 
weaknesses. Take the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation’s (RWJF) efforts to eliminate tobacco use in the United 
States. RWJF committed to this goal in the early 1990s. Translating the goal into practice, the foundation’s strategy 
for building the tobacco cessation field focused on the policy and environmental factors affecting tobacco use; 
RWJF made investments in “encompassing research, policy interventions, prevention and cessation programs, 
education and advocacy, coalition building, leadership training, convening, and communications activities.”1
The Aspen Institute’s microenterprise fund for innovation, effectiveness, learning, and dissemination 
(FIELD) provides another example. The purpose of the FIELD program is to expand the microenterprise 
development field by developing and disseminating best practices for microenterprise practitioners and educating 
funders and policymakers about microenterprise as an anti-poverty strategy. The FIELD program’s work includes 
publications on the state of the microenterprise field, training for practitioners on scaling programs with quality, and 
performance measurement tools to measure the impact of microenterprises.2
Finally, The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation provides an example of field building in the area of 
conflict resolution. Beginning in the 1980s and continuing for more than two decades, the Hewlett Foundation’s 
grants to the field “have supported virtually every aspect of today’s conflict resolution field: from the development 
of a theoretical foundation that seeks to understand the sources and dynamics of conflict, to the emergence of 
sustainable practitioner organizations that apply conflict resolution tools across society, to the infrastructure that 
supports the continuing vitality and advancement of the field.”3
Why Field Building Is an Important Lever for Change 
1 	ÁjjjÁ^Ë?jÄ^Ë»0?~ËË0M?WW]ËÍjË-MjÁÍË8aËÄËÖa?Í¾ÄËÄÄ?ÖÍËË.~±¼ËRobert Wood Johnson Foundation Anthology,ËÔååy±
2  ÁËÍjËÄ¬jËÄÍÍÖÍj¾ÄËËÝjMÄÍj^ËÝÝÝ±xjaÖÄ±Á~±Ë
3Ë ÜW^Ë?Üa^Ë»0jËjÝjÍÍËÖa?Í¾ÄË
zWÍË-jÄÖÍË+Á~Á?]Ë0ÝjÍßË:j?ÁÄËwËja	Öa~Ë¤o|rÔåå|±¼ËjÝjÍÍËÖa?Í^Ë ?ßËÔååy±
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The Strong Field Framework is a tool designed to help you assess the major elements of a field, revealing in the 
process areas of particular strength and also areas of weakness. Using the framework requires gathering objective 
information about five key components of a given field (discussed below), via primary research methods such 
as surveys, interviews, focus groups and organizational profiling, as well as secondary research — gathering and 
analyzing existing information. 
The goal is to paint a robust, data-rich picture of each of the five components. With these pictures in hand, 
you can develop a comprehensive definition of the field, its key stakeholders and their roles. You will also be able 
to assess the field’s state of evolution and its strengths and needs. Finally, the exercise itself can help strengthen the 
cohesiveness of the field and build stronger partnerships among its members. 
Five Components
The Strong Field Framework has five components: shared identity, standards of practice, knowledge base, 
leadership and grassroots support, and funding and supporting policy. Each is further described as follows, then 
summarized in a chart on page 5.
Shared Identity
A shared identity is the foundation for any field of practice, without which individuals and organizations 
with similar motivations and goals may end up working in isolation or at cross-purposes. Do those working in the 
field identify as members of a field? Are they clear about what the field is collectively trying to accomplish? How 
well do diverse and distinct individuals and organizations in the field collaborate? Are there common approaches 
and practices to achieving an overall goal? As the accompanying graphic shows, “shared identity” is an overarching 
component binding the other components in common purpose.
Standards of Practice
Classically, fields (like medicine or law) are comprised of trained practitioners who are engaged in an area 
of specialized practice.4 The same should be true for strong fields engaging in social change. Does the field have 
codified practices? Are there demonstration models that members of the field are aware of? How well developed 
are the training and professional development programs that support practitioners? Are there established processes 
and organizations to ensure the quality and fidelity of implementation?
Why Field Building Is an Important Lever for Change The Strong Field Framework
|Ë  ja?Ëj^Ë»8?ÍËjÄËja	Öa~Ë j?ËwÁË.jÁÜWjj?Á~ËaÜW?ÍjÄ·¼Ë!?Í?Ë.jÁÜWjËj?Á~Ë+?ÁÍjÁÄ¬^ËÔåå¤±
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The Strong Field Framework 
Shared Identity Community aligned around a common purpose and a set of core values
Standards of Practice Knowledge Base
Leadership and  
Grassroots Support
Funding and  
Supporting Policy
Codification of standards  
of practice
Þj¬?ÁßËajÄË?aË
ÁjÄÖÁWjÄË®j±~±^ËÝÍË~ÖajÄ¯
Ü??MjËÁjÄÖÁWjÄËÍËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍË
¬jjÍ?ÍË®j±~±^ËÍjWW?Ë
?ÄÄÄÍ?Wj¯
Respected credentialing/
ongoing professional 
development training for 
practitioners and leaders

ÁjaMjËjÜajWjËÍ?ÍË¬Á?WÍWjË
?WjÜjÄËajÄÁjaËÖÍWjÄ

ÖÍßËwËÁjÄj?ÁWjÁÄËÍË
ÄÍÖaßË?aË?aÜ?WjË¬Á?WÍWj
7jWjÄËÍËWjWÍ^Ë??ßãj^Ë
ajM?ÍjË?aËaÄÄj?ÍjË
Ýja~j
zÖjÍ?Ëj?ajÁÄË?aË
jÞj¬?ÁßËÁ~?ã?ÍÄË
?WÁÄÄËjßËÄj~jÍÄËwËÍjË
xjaË®j±~±^Ë¬Á?WÍÍjÁÄ^Ë
ÁjÄj?ÁWjÁÄ^ËMÖÄjÄÄËj?ajÁÄ^Ë
¬Wß?jÁÄ¯
	Á?aËM?ÄjËwËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍËwÁË
major constituencies 
?M~Ë¬WßËjÜÁjÍË
Í?ÍËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍÄË?aËjWÖÁ?~jÄË
model practices
Organized funding streams 
wÁË¬ÖMW^Ë¬?ÍÁ¬WË?aË
corporate sources of support
Knowledge Base 
It takes credible research that confirms the efficacy of core practices to strengthen a field. How well 
developed is this evidence and knowledge base? Are there experts who research the field? How engaged are these 
experts and practitioners with the ongoing improvement of the field? How well is knowledge documented and 
disseminated within the field? 
Leadership and Grassroots Support
To build and sustain a field, leadership and grassroots support are critical.5 Are there influential leaders and 
exemplary organizations working to advance the field? Is there a broad base of support from key constituencies?
Funding and Supporting Policy
Dedicated funding, along with supporting policy, can foster the development of a field. Is there sufficient 
funding for the field to achieve its goals? Is the policy environment supportive? Is the field actively involved in 
helping to develop the policy environment?
5Ë !ÍË?ËxjaÄËÁj¶ÖÁjË~Á?ÄÄÁÍÄËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍ±Ë0jËWzWÍËÁjÄÖÍËxjaËajÄWÁMjaËj?ÁjÁËËÍjËÁj¬ÁÍ^ËwÁËjÞ?¬j^ËaaËÍËjjaË?ËMÁ?aËM?ÄjËwË¬ÖMWËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍË 
ÍËMjËÄÖWWjÄÄwÖ±
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Toolkit — A Practical Guide to Field Assessment
This toolkit describes the steps you can take to assess  
the social change field you may be working in. To 
explain how to use the toolkit, each step is illustrated 
with a hypothetical application to the field of Early 
Learning in the state of Washington.
1 Getting Started: Defining the Field 
The first step is to define the field’s boundaries 
as clearly as possible. It is critical at the outset to define 
the field’s common goal — including values and beliefs 
— its common approaches, and the community of 
actors working to advance it. Shared identity is the basis 
of a field of practice, without which individuals and 
organizations may work in isolation or at cross-purposes. 
Keep in mind these questions as you define your field: 
Common goal
s  7HAT IS THE ISSUE THAT THIS lELD IS TRYING  
to influence?
s  7HO IS THE TARGET POPULATION
s  7HAT IS THE lELDS DESIRED OUTCOMES	  
for the target population?
Common approach
s  7HAT ARE THE APPROACHES USED TO ACHIEVE  
these outcome(s)?
s  !RE THESE APPROACHES CODIlED
s  !RE ACTORS IN THE lELD ALIGNED ON USING THEM
Community of organizations and individuals
s  7HO ARE THE PRIMARY ACTORS SUPPORTING  
and affiliated with the field?
s  !RE THERE ANY SKEPTICS OF THIS lELD  
What are their critiques?
A Challenging but Critical Step
.ÖWWjÄÄËÁËw?ÖÁjËwËßÖÁË?ÄÄjÄÄjÍËÝË~jËË
¬Á¬jÁßËajx~ËÍjËxja±ËÍËÄË¬ÁÍ?ÍËÍËajxjËÍjË
xjaË?ÄË?ÁÁÝßË?ÄË¬ÄÄMjËqËÍË?ÞãjËÍjË¬ÍjÍ?Ë
ÍËÄjjË?~jÍË®wË~?ÄË?aË¬Á?WÍWjÄ¯Ë?~ËÍjË
jMjÁÄËwËÍjËxja±Ë
:jÍËÍËÄË?ÄË¬ÁÍ?ÍËÍËW?¬ÍÖÁjËÍjË?ÍÖÁ?ËMÖa?ÁjÄË
wËÍjËxjaË?aËWÖajËÍÄjËÝËÄjjËÍjÄjÜjÄË?ÄË
WÍÁMÖÍÁÄËÍËÍjËxja±ËËÍÁß~ËÍËajxjËxjaÄË?ÄË
jÞ?¬jÄËwÁËÍÄËÁj¬ÁÍ^ËwÁËjÞ?¬j^ËMj~ËÜjÁßËMÁ?aË
ÝÖaËMjË¬ÁMj?ÍW±ËÁËÄÍ?Wj^ËÍ?~Ë»wÄÍjÁËW?Áj¼Ë?ÄË
?ËxjaË?ßËWÖÍËÍËMÁ?aË?ËÄÝ?ÍËMjW?ÖÄjËÍËjW¬?ÄÄjÄË
ÍËÖWËaÄ?~ÁjjjÍËË~?ÄË?aË?¬¬Á?WjÄËwËÍjË
xja±Ë:jÍ^Ë»j?ÁßËWaaËjaÖW?Í¼Ë?ÄË?ËxjaËÝÁÄËÝjË
~ÜjËÍjËÁj?ÍÜjË?~ÁjjjÍËË~?ÄË?aË¬Á?WÍWjÄË?~Ë
ÍÄËjMjÁÄ±
Early Learning in Washington State
0jËcommon goalËwË8?Ä~Í¾ÄË?ÁßËj?Á~ËxjaËÄËÍË
¬Áj¬?ÁjË?ËWaÁjËË8?Ä~ÍËwÁËMÁÍËÍËxÜjËßj?ÁÄË
aËÍËMjËÄÖWWjÄÄwÖËËÄWË?aËwj±
ËÜ?ÁjÍßËwË?¬¬Á?WjÄË?ÁjËMj~ËÖÄjaËÍËÁj?ãjËÍjËÜÄË
?aË~?ÄËwËÍjËxja±Ë0jÄjËWÖajËWjÍjÁËW?Áj^Ë¬?ÁjÍ?Ë
W?Áj^Ë?aËwÁjaÄ^Ëw?ßË?aËj~MÁË®!¯ËW?Áj±Ë0jÁjË
ÄËaÄ?~ÁjjjÍË?MÖÍËÝË»jaÖW?Í?¼Ëj?ÁßËWaaË
jaÖW?ÍËjjaÄËÍËMjËÍË¬Áj¬?ÁjËWaÁjËwÁËÄW±Ë
jÄ¬ÍjËÍjÄjËawwjÁjWjÄ^ËÍjÁjË?ÁjËjjjÍÄËwËcommon 
approachesËÍËÁj?WËÍjË~?ËwËÍjËxja±
0jËcommunityËwËjßËÄÍ?jajÁÄËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍ~Ë?aË
?wx?ÍjaËÝÍËÍjË?ÁßËj?Á~ËxjaËWÖajÄËaÜaÖ?ÄË
?aËÁ~?ã?ÍÄËËÍjÄjËW?Íj~ÁjÄ]
VË 
aW?ÁjË¬ÁÜajÁÄ
VË +?ÁjÍÄ
VË ÖajÁÄË
VË -j~Ö?ÍÁÄÊ¶Ö?ÍßËÁ?Í~ËjÍÍjÄ
VË 	ÖÄjÄÄËj?ajÁÄ
VË 
ÖÍßËj?ajÁÄ
VË -jÄj?ÁWjÁÄ
VË aÜW?WßËÁ~?ã?ÍÄ
VË +Wß?jÁÄ
VË r¤ÔËjaÖW?ÍÁÄ
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2 Planning the Work: Crafting a Research Agenda
If your goal is to assess the field as a whole, it is important to talk to representatives from each area of the 
field. The second step, then, is to identify the individuals and organizations you will engage with across each of the 
field’s segments (e.g., funders, service providers, policy makers, researchers, beneficiaries). Your particular goal will 
determine the number of interviews, focus groups, surveys and so forth that will be needed to capture a  
robust assessment. 
For those “field builders”6 whose goal is to leverage a field assessment to quickly identify and prioritize their 
investments within the field, it is possible to develop an objective perspective on the strengths and weaknesses of 
the field by simply interviewing representative individuals and organizations in the various stakeholder categories 
within the field (see Option A on page 8). 
However, organizations wanting to partner with the field to develop a shared strategy to advance the 
field should consider convening an advisory committee (consisting of influential and respected leaders from each 
segment of the field) and investing in a more robust research agenda. Convening such a committee not only 
yields guidance in setting the research agenda, interpreting emerging findings and formulating recommendations, 
but it can also help to coalesce the leadership of the field. In addition, expanding the research agenda to include 
interviews with a greater number of stakeholders provides field builders with a deeper data set and understanding 
of the field, and also offers an opportunity to establish or deepen relationships with those other stakeholders (see 
Option B on page 8).
For all types of field assessment, no matter how robust, performing secondary research in each field category 
is also important. Having short initial conversations with prominent researchers studying the field is a good starting 
point for understanding the scope and strengths of the secondary research base. It is also important to include 
people who will candidly discuss both the strengths and weaknesses of the field. Including critical friends and other 
detractors on the interview list will help create a fuller picture of the state of the field you’re assessing.
6Ë Öa?ÍÄË?aË¬ÁxÍËj?ajÁÄËÝË?ÁjËÄjj~ËÍËMÖaË?ËxjaË?ÄË?ËÄÍÁ?Íj~ßËwÁË?WjÜ~ËÍjÁËÄW?ËW?~jË~?±
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Option A: High-Level Research Agenda — 
Early Learning in Washington State 
0Ë¬jÁwÁË?ËMjWÍÜjË?aËÁj?ÍÜjßË~jÜjË
?ÄÄjÄÄjÍËwËÍjË?ÁßËj?Á~ËxjaËË8?Ä~ÍËq 
ÍË¶ÖWßËajÍwßË?aË¬ÁÁÍãjËÜjÄÍjÍÄËÝÍËÍjË
xjaËqËßÖËÝÖaËÄ¬j?ËÍËÁj¬ÁjÄjÍ?ÍÜjËaÜaÖ?ÄËÁË
Á~?ã?ÍÄËÝÍËj?WËxjaËÄj~jÍ±
-jÄj?ÁWË?¬¬Á?WËWÄÄÍÄËwp
VË !ÖMjÁËwËÍjÁÜjÝÄ]Ë¤år¤y
0jËÁjÄj?ÁWË?~ja?ËÝÖaËWÖajËÍjÁÜjÝ~ËMjÍÝjjË
¤Ë?aËÏËÁj¬ÁjÄjÍ?ÍÜjËaÜaÖ?ÄËÁËÁ~?ã?ÍÄËËÍjË
MÁ?aËxjaËÄj~jÍÄ±ËÁËjÞ?¬j^ËË?ÁßËj?Á~]
VË 
aW?ÁjË¬ÁÜajÁÄ
VË +?ÁjÍÄ
VË ÖajÁÄË
VË -j~Ö?ÍÁÄÊ¶Ö?ÍßËÁ?Í~ËjÍÍjÄ
VË 	ÖÄjÄÄËj?ajÁÄ
VË 
ÖÍßËj?ajÁÄ
VË -jÄj?ÁWjÁÄ
VË aÜW?WßËÁ~?ã?ÍÄ
VË +Wß?jÁÄ
VË r¤ÔËjaÖW?ÍÁÄ
VË 0jWW?Ë?ÄÄÄÍ?WjË¬ÁÜajÁÄ
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ÁË?ËÁMÖÄÍË?ÄÄjÄÄjÍËwË8?Ä~Í¾ÄË?ÁßËj?Á~Ë
xjaËqËÝÍËÍjË~?ËwËÄÍW?ßËÖajÁÄÍ?a~Ë
ÄÍÁj~ÍÄË?aËÝj?jÄÄjÄËÍËwÁÖ?ÍjË?ËÜjÄÍjÍË
?¬¬Á?WËqËßÖËÝÖaËÄ¬j?ËÍËj?a~ËÁj¬ÁjÄjÍ?ÍÜjÄË
Ëj?WËxjaËÄj~jÍ^ËWÁj?ÍjË?ËaÜÄÁßË
ÍÍjjËwË
j?ajÁÄËwÁËj?WËxjaËÄj~jÍ^Ë?aË¬ÖËÍ~jÍjÁË~ÁÖ¬Ë
ÍjÁÜjÝÄËwËMjjxW?ÁjÄË?aË¬Á?WÍÍjÁÄ±
-jÄj?ÁWË?¬¬Á?WËWÄÄÍÄËwp
VË !ÖMjÁËwËÍjÁÜjÝÄ]ËÔyryå
VË !ÖMjÁËwËwWÖÄË~ÁÖ¬ÄÊ~ÁÖ¬ËÍjÁÜjÝÄ]Ë¤rÏË 
®j±~±^Ë¬?ÁjÍÄ^ËWaW?ÁjË¬ÁÜajÁÄ¯
VË !ÖMjÁËwËaÜÄÁßË
ÍÍjjËjjÍ~Ä]ËÔrÏË 
®j±~±^Ë?~ËËÁjÄj?ÁWË?~ja?^ËaÄWÖÄÄËjjÁ~~Ë
xa~Ä^ËwÁÖ?ÍjËÁjWja?ÍÄ¯
2Ä~ËßÖÁËÁj?ÍÄ¬ËjÍÝÁ^ËÄW?~ËÍjËÄjWa?ÁßË
ÁjÄj?ÁWË?aËÍjÄÍ~ËßÖÁËÄÍËÝÍË?ËwjÝËÍ?ËxjaË
j?ajÁÄ^ËÝÖaËjßËj?aËßÖËÍËÍjÁÜjÝË?aËWÖajË
ËßÖÁËaÜÄÁßË
ÍÍjjËj?ajÁÄËwËÍjÄjËaÄËwË
organizations: 
VË ÖajÁÄË 
rËjajÁ?Ë~ÜjÁjÍ]Ëj¬?ÁÍjÍËwËj?ÍË?aËË
Ë Ö?Ë.jÁÜWjÄ 
rË.Í?ÍjË~ÜjÁjÍ]Ëj¬?ÁÍjÍËwË?ÁßËj?Á~ 
rË+ÁÜ?ÍjË¬?ÍÁ¬ß]Ë?ÍjÄËÖa?Í^ËjË±ËË
Ë 
?ÄjßËÖa?ÍË
VË -j~Ö?ÍÁÄÊ¶Ö?ÍßËÁ?Í~ËjÍÍjÄ 
rË.jjaÄËÍË.ÖWWjÄÄËÍ?ÍÜjËËj¬?ÁÍjÍËwË 
Ë ?ÁßËj?Á~
VË 	ÖÄjÄÄËj?ajÁÄ 
rË	ÖÄjÄÄË+?ÁÍjÁÄ¬ËwÁË?ÁßËj?Á~Ë 
rË WÁÄwÍË
Á¬Á?Í
VË 
ÖÍßËj?ajÁÄË 
rË2ÍjaË8?ßÄËwË8?Ä~Í
VË -jÄj?ÁWjÁÄ 
rËÄÍÍÖÍjËwËj?Á~Ë?aË	Á?Ë.WjWj 
rË8?Ä~ÍË.Í?ÍjË2ÜjÁÄÍßË.¬?j^Ë
aË?aËË
Ë ?ßË-jÄj?ÁWË2Í
VË aÜW?WßËÁ~?ã?ÍÄ 
rË0??ÁÄËÄÍÍÖÍj 
rËÖa?ÍËwË?ÁßËj?Á~
VË +Wß?jÁÄ 
rË8?Ä~ÍË.Í?ÍjËj~Ä?ÍÖÁjË
VË r¤ÔËjaÖW?ÍÁÄ 
rË.Í?ÍjÝaj]Ë#wxWjËwË.Ö¬jÁÍjajÍËwË+ÖMWËË
Ë ÄÍÁÖWÍ 
rËW?]Ë+Ö~jÍË.ÖaËaÖW?ÍË.jÁÜWjËÄÍÁWÍ
V0jWW?Ë?ÄÄÄÍ?WjË¬ÁÜajÁÄ 
rË.ÖWWjÄÄËMßË.ÞËwË.ÄË
ÖÍß 
rË0ÁÜjËMßËÜjË8?Ä~Í 
:ÖË~ÍË?ÄËaË~ÁÖ¬ËÍjÁÜjÝÄËÝÍË¬?ÁjÍÄË?aË
WaW?ÁjË¬ÁÜajÁÄ±
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3 Gathering Results: Assessing the Field
The goals of your primary and secondary research should be to collect sufficient data to determine the 
current strength of the field in each category of the Strong Field Framework (See The Strong Field Framework on 
page 5 for characteristics that define a strong field). In each interview, you would test the characteristics of a strong 
field to determine the primary strengths and weaknesses in each field category. (See the following page for an 
illustrative assessment of the strength of Washington’s Early Learning field).
A systematic approach to interviewing will aid you in collecting information from your primary sources.  
An interview guide can help standardize the approach to interviewing, allowing you to ask your questions 
consistently, which is critical to being able to identify trends in interviewee responses. If you are using a team to 
conduct your interviews, you may want to share interview notes among the team on a regular basis and reflect  
as a team about the findings of the interviews. 
The interview team should meet regularly to develop hypotheses about the field, and to use these 
hypotheses to shape future interviews and research. Regular check-ins with your external Advisory Committee 
about your emerging findings can help to refine the hypotheses and build buy-in throughout the field.
F O C U S  T H E  S T R O N G  F I E L D  F R A M E W O R K
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If you tested the strength of Washington’s Early Learning field against the Strong Field Framework, you might find the following 
strengths and weaknesses emerge from interviews and secondary research:
Strengths Weaknesses
Shared Identity VË jaËjMjÁÄË?ÜjË?ËÄÍÁ~Ë?wx?ÍËÝÍË
ÍjËj?ÁßËj?Á~Ëxja±
VË 0jÁjËÄËÝajË?~ÁjjjÍË?MÖÍËÍjË~?Ë
wËÍjËxja]ËÍËWÁj?ÄjËÍjËj?ÁßËj?Á~Ë
¬¬ÁÍÖÍjÄËË8?Ä~ÍËÄËÍ?ÍËÁjË
WaÁjË?ÁjËÁj?aßËÍËMjËÄÖWWjÄÄwÖËËÄW±
VË jaËjMjÁÄËaËÍË?~ÁjjË?MÖÍËÍjÁ~ßË
ËÍjËxja±
VË jaËjMjÁÄËaËÍË?~ÁjjËË?ËWË
?¬¬Á?WËÍË?WjÜ~ËÍjË~?ÇËÍjÁjËÄË~Áj?ÍË
aÄ?~ÁjjjÍË?MÖÍËÝË»jaÖW?Í?¼ËÍjË
?¬¬Á?WËÍËj?ÁßËj?Á~ËjjaÄËÍËMjËÍË
?WjÜjËÍjË~?±
Standards  
of Practice
VË 0jÁjË?ÁjËÄjÜjÁ?Ë¬ÁÄ~Ë¬Á?WÍWjÄËËÍjË
xja^ËÝWË?ÜjËMjjËÝjËaWÖjÍja±
VË +ÁÜjË?¬¬Á?WjÄË®j±~±^ËMjWja?Á?^Ë+jÁÁßË
+ÁjÄW^Ë!ÖÁÄjË?ßË+?ÁÍjÁÄ¬¯ËÝÍË
j?ÄÖÁ?MjËÖÍWjÄËjÞÄÍ±
VË +ÁÜjËajÄËjÞÄÍË?ÍËÍjËÄÍjËjÜjËMÖÍË?ÜjË
ÍËMjjËajÄÍÁ?ÍjaË?ÍË?ËÁj~?ËÄW?j±
VË  ?ßËjßË?Áj?ÄËwËj?ÁßËj?Á~Ë®j±~±^ËwÁjaÄ^Ë
w?ßË?aÊÁËj~MÁËW?Áj^ËÝÍjÄÍßË¬?ÁjÍË
jaÖW?Í¯Ë?WË¬ÁÜjËajÄ±
VË 0jÁjËÄËË?~ÁjjaËÖ¬ËWaxjaËÄÍ?a?ÁaËÁË
j?ÄÖÁjËwÁËj?ÁßËj?Á~Ë?aË¶Ö?ÍßËÜ?ÁjÄË
~Áj?ÍßË?ÁÖaËÍjËÄÍ?Íj±
VË 0jÁjË?ÁjËÖÍ¬jËajÜjÁßËjÍaÄË®j±~±^Ë
ÖÍwjËj?Á~ËjÜÁjÍÄ^ËjË
W?Áj^Ë¬?ÁjÍËjaÖW?Í¯ËajÁ~ËÄÍ?a?ÁaË
ajÜj¬jÍ±
VË ,Ö?ÍßËÍÁ?~Ë?aË¬ÁwjÄÄ?ËajÜj¬jÍË
¬¬ÁÍÖÍjÄËwÁËjÝË?aËjÞ¬jÁjWjaË
¬Á?WÍÍjÁÄË?ÁjËÍja±
Knowledge Base VË 0jÁjËÄË?ËÄÍÁ~ËWÖÍßËwËÁjÄj?ÁWjÁÄË
ÝÁ~ËËÁjÄj?ÁW~Ëj?ÁßËj?Á~±
VË 0jÁjËÄË?ËÄÍÁ~ËjÜajWjËM?ÄjÇËÍjË~
ÍjÁË¬?WÍËwËj?ÁßËj?Á~ËË¬ÖMWË
ÜjÄÍjÍÄËÄËÝjËaWÖjÍja±
VË +ÁÄ~ËjÝËj?ÄÖÁjjÍËÄßÄÍjÄËÍË
j?ÄÖÁjËajÁ~?ÁÍjËÁj?ajÄÄË?ÁjËMj~Ë
ajÜj¬ja±
VË 0jÁjËÄËÍÍjËwÁ?ÄÍÁÖWÍÖÁjËÍËaÄÄj?ÍjË
Ýja~jËÝÍËÍjËxja±Ë
VË ÖÁÍjÁËÁjÄj?ÁWËÄËjjajaËÍË¬ÁÜjËjwwjWÍÜjjÄÄË
wËajË¬Á~Á?ÄËËÄ¬jWxWË¬¬Ö?ÍÄ±
Leadership and 
Grassroots Support
VË 0jÁjË?ÁjËzÖjÍ?Ëj?ajÁÄËËjßËÄj~jÍÄË
wËÍjËxjaË®j±~±^ËÁjÄj?ÁWjÁÄ^ËÍjÁja?ÁjÄ^Ë
wÖajÁÄ^Ë¬Á?WÍÍjÁÄ¯±Ë
VË ?ÁßËj?Á~ËÄË?Ë?ÁË¬ÁÁÍßËË
8?Ä~Í±
VË +?ÁjÍÄËaËÍË?ËÁjW~ãjËÍjË¬ÁÍ?WjË 
wËj?ÁßËj?Á~Ë?aËÍÄËw?ÁÁj?W~ËjwwjWÍÄË 
ËÄÍÖajÍËÄÖWWjÄÄ±
VË 
jÍjÁM?ÄjaËW?ÁjËÄË?Ë¬ÍW?ßËÄjÄÍÜjËÍ¬WË
ËÍjËÄÍ?Íj^ËÍ~Ë¬?ÁjÍ?ËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍËwÁËj?ÁßË
j?Á~Ë®jÄ¬jW?ßËwÁË¬?ÁjÍÄËÝËMjjÜjËj?ÁßË
j?Á~ËÄË?MÖÍËÍ~Ë¬?ÁjÍËWWjË?MÖÍË
ÝË?aËÝjÁjËßÖ~ËWaÁjËÄÖaË 
MjËjaÖW?Íja¯±
Funding and 
Supporting Policy
VË 0jÁjËÄËjjÁ~~ËÄÖ¬¬ÁÍËwÁË¶Ö?ÍßË
¬ÁÜjjÍË?aËj?ÄÖÁjjÍ±
VË Öa~ËwÁËj?ÁßËWaaË¬Á~Á?ÄËÄË
wÁ?~jÍja±Ë+Á?WÍÍjÁÄËÖÄÍËWMMjËwÖaÄË
Í~jÍjÁÇËÄÖÁWjÄËWÖajËW?^ËÄÍ?Íj^ËwjajÁ?Ë
~ÜjÁjÍ^Ë¬ÖMWË?aË¬ÁÜ?ÍjËwÖa?ÍÄ^Ë 
?aË¬ÁxÍÄ±
VË .Í?ÍjËwÖa~ËwÁË¶Ö?ÍßË¬ÁÜjjÍË?aË
j?ÄÖÁjjÍËÝ?ÄËÁjWjÍßËWÖÍ±
VË  ajË¬Á~Á?ÄË?ÁjËWÄÍË¬ÁMÍÜj^ËÝWË 
?ÄË?wwjWÍjaËÍjËxja¾ÄË?MÍßËÍËÁj¬W?ÍjË?ÍË 
?ËÁj~?ËÄW?j±Ë
VË +ÁwjÄÄ?ËajÜj¬jÍË?aËÍÁ?~ËÄË
jÞ¬jÄÜj^ËÝWË?ÄË?wwjWÍjaËÍjËxja¾ÄË?MÍßË
ÍËajÜjÁË¶Ö?ÍßËj?ÁßËj?Á~Ë?ÍËÄW?j±
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4 Analyzing Results: Formulate Recommendations
Once the interviews and secondary research are complete, field builders will then be able to compare 
findings on strengths and weaknesses of each field category, and formulate recommendations to strengthen the 
field. In framing the recommendations, you need to keep in mind the audience — a particular actor (funder or 
nonprofit) or the entire field. 
To increase engagement with the field, you can share emerging themes with the Advisory Committee.  
In addition to engaging the field in your work, the use of an Advisory Committee allows field leaders to weigh in 
on the critical next steps of the research. Using the feedback from your Advisory Committee and the themes from 
the interviews and secondary research, develop recommendations of investments and activities for the field. 
Initially, you may find that your list of recommendations is quite long. To create a list of recommendations 
that is actionable and achievable, you may want to winnow down the list of recommendations and prioritize 
the most critical recommendations on the list. You should determine whatever criteria are most appropriate to 
prioritize your recommendations. For example, you can anchor your criteria with your organization’s strategy. 
You may also want to sequence your recommendations by dividing your recommendations into near-term  
(e.g., 12–18 months), moderate-term (e.g., 3–5 years), and long-term (e.g., 7–10+ years) subsections.
Case Study: The James Irvine Foundation’s 
Multiple Pathways Field Assessment
Formulate Recommendations — Early Learning in Washington State
8jËWÄajÁjaËÍ~jÍjÁ^ËÍjËÄÍÁj~ÍÄË?aËÝj?jÄÄjÄËßÖË?ÜjËajÍxjaËËj?WËxjaËW?Íj~ÁßËaW?ÍjËÍ?ÍË
8?Ä~Í¾ÄË?ÁßËj?Á~ËxjaËÄË?ÍË?Ë¬ÁÄ~ËÄÍ?~jËwËajÜj¬jÍËMÖÍËÍjËxjaËw?WjÄËW?j~~ËM?ÁÁjÁÄ±Ë0jÄjË
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The Irvine Youth program seeks to increase the number 
of low-income youth in California who complete high 
school on time and attain a postsecondary credential 
by age 25. The Youth program’s leaders believe that a 
“multiple pathways” approach, which combines rigorous 
college preparatory and career education in high school, 
can dramatically improve rates of college and career 
preparation because it makes high school relevant to 
young people’s futures. (See box at right for a more 
detailed description of multiple pathways.)
Multiple pathways programs build on work 
begun in the 1970s with “career academies”; the 
Foundation’s leaders believe that this approach has 
the potential to improve the quality of the 600+ such 
academies already in the state, and also to harness 
their momentum. The Foundation thus seeks to 
make multiple pathways programs available to low-
income youth across California. The centerpiece of 
its strategy for doing so is to help build a vibrant and 
capable field of direct providers, intermediaries (e.g., 
curriculum developers, technical assistance providers), 
policymakers, researchers and parent/student leaders.
Irvine’s leaders began their work on multiple 
pathways with an intentional period (about three years) 
of grantmaking to test their hypotheses. During that 
time, they came to appreciate even more fully the 
importance of field building to embedding multiple 
pathways in school districts across California. Without 
a strong field, multiple pathways could never get to 
scale and be sustained. Irvine needed a well-informed 
plan for its field-building investments and activities. 
The Foundation’s leaders also realized that the field 
itself needed to come together around a shared set of 
priorities to grow stronger. With those goals in mind, 
they asked The Bridgespan Group to analyze the 
multiple pathways field and make recommendations on 
how to build the field.
To assess the state of the field, the Bridgespan 
team interviewed more than 60 members of the field 
representing educators, administrators, the business 
community, districts, policymakers, researchers and 
funders, along with a few prominent skeptics. The 
team also conducted a focus group of school district 
superintendents and performed a thorough assessment 
of related secondary research. Before beginning the 
interviews, the Bridgespan team developed the Strong 
Field Framework after identifying elements that were 
core to success of a field based on research on existing 
field frameworks. The team used the framework to 
guide the interviews and conversations in the field and 
continued to refine framework through the course of 
the effort to assess the field. 
Case Study: The James Irvine Foundation’s 
Multiple Pathways Field Assessment
What is Multiple Pathways?
 ÖÍ¬jË¬?ÍÝ?ßÄË¬Á~Á?ÄË¬ÁÜajËßÖ~Ë¬j¬jËÝÍË
Á~ÁÖÄË?aËÁjjÜ?ÍËÄjWa?ÁßËjaÖW?ÍÄ±Ë0jË~?ËwË
ÍjÄjË¬Á~Á?ÄËÄËÍË~Á?aÖ?ÍjË~ËÄWËÄÍÖajÍÄËË
ÍjË?aËÁj?aßËwÁËÄÖWWjÄÄËËWj~jË?aËW?ÁjjÁ±Ë
0ËÁj?WËÍ?ÍË~?^ËÖÍ¬jË¬?ÍÝ?ßÄË¬Á~Á?ÄË
wwjÁËÄÍÖajÍÄË?ËÍj~Á?ÍjaË?W?ajWË?aËÍjWW?Ë
WÖÁÁWÖÖ^Ë?ÄËÝjË?ÄËÝÁM?ÄjaËj?Á~Ë¬¬ÁÍÖÍjÄ^Ë
academic and social supports, and a clear connection to 
?ËwÖËÁ?~jËwË¬ÄÍÄjWa?ÁßË¬ÍÄË?aËW?ÁjjÁÄË®j±~±^Ë
ÍÝË?aËwÖÁßj?ÁËWj~jÄ^Ëjßj?ÁËWjÁÍxW?ÍjË¬Á~Á?ÄË
?aË~ËÄËW?ÁjjÁÄ¯±
Íj~Á?ÍËwËWÖÁÁWÖÖËWWÖÁÄËÝjËÍj?WjÁÄËË
for lesson plans and projects to incorporate academic 
WWj¬ÍÄËÍËÍjWW?ËWÖÁÄjÄËÁË?¬¬ßËÁj?ÝÁaË
WWj¬ÍÄËË?W?ajWËWÖÁÄjÄ±ËË¬?ÍÝ?ßÄË¬Á~Á?Ä^Ë
Íj~Á?ÍËwËWÖÁÁWÖÖËÍß¬W?ßËWjÍjÁÄË?ÁÖaË?ËÄ~jË
aÖÄÍÁßËÍjjËqËÄÖWË?ÄËMÖa~Ë?aËjÜÁjÍ?Ë
ajÄ~ËqËÝWËÍÁj?aÄËÍÁÖ~Ë?ËwËÍjËÄÍÖajÍ¾ÄË
?W?ajWËWÖÁÄjÝÁË?aËÝÁM?ÄjaËj?Á~Ë
¬¬ÁÍÖÍjÄ±
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To ground the work in practice and ensure that it would build upon the wealth of existing knowledge 
and experience in the field, the team also established a 24-member advisory committee made up of key members 
of the field. Committee members provided important feedback on the data collected; they also played a role in 
forming conclusions based on that data. Beyond adding an important voice, the committee played an active role 
in the work, which helped build cohesion within the field. The committee helped develop the research agenda and 
provided extensive insight and feedback on findings and recommendations.
Assessment yielded the following findings: 
Shared Identity
s  -EMBERS OF THE lELD CAN EASILY AND CONSISTENTLY ARTICULATE THE GOALS AND CORE ELEMENTS OF THE MULTIPLE PATHWAYS 
approach. The field is reasonably well-aligned at this level.
s  "Y CONTRAST MEMBERS OF THE lELD DO NOT AGREE ON THE DETAILS OF EXECUTION SUCH AS TERMINOLOGY OR DElNITIONS OF 
key concepts of multiple pathways. What’s more, while the various practitioners feel strong affiliation with fields 
related to multiple pathways, few see it as their primary field of affiliation.
Standards of Practice
s  4HE lELD IS WELL AWARE OF MODEL SCHOOLLEVEL PROGRAMS SITE VISITS TO MODEL PROGRAMS ARE SEEN AS THE MOST 
effective way to demonstrate the promise of the multiple pathways approach. 
s  (OWEVER IT IS CRITICAL THAT MULTIPLE PATHWAYS BE DEMONSTRATED AT A LARGER SYSTEMWIDE SCALE $ISTRICT OR  
county-level demonstrations will be needed to further refine the field’s standards of practice and prove the 
feasibility and impact of multiple pathways beyond existing school-level models.
s  4HERE IS A DEARTH OF TEACHERS PREPARED TO DELIVER MULTIPLE PATHWAYS AND A LACK OF TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE CAPACITY TO 
help deliver multiple pathways. The supply of trained teachers, curricula and technical assistance is insufficient to 
support growing demand
Knowledge Base
s  3CHOOLLEVEL DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS HAVE GENERATED PROMISING EVIDENCE OF SUCCESS 4HE lELD BENElTS GREATLY 
by a series of rigorous, randomized studies7 about the effectiveness of the multiple pathways approach that 
demonstrated positive effects of multiple pathways.
s  4HERE ARE TWO MAJOR GAPS IN THE EVIDENCE BASE THAT THE lELD MUST OVERCOME IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE SCALE  
(1) Lack of evidence about best practices in delivering specific components of the multiple pathways approach; 
and (2) lack of understanding about how best to measure student achievement.
s  4HE lELD LACKS SYSTEMATIC WAYS TO SHARE KNOWLEDGE AND BEST PRACTICES 
Leadership and Grassroots Support
s  $ISTRICT POLICY AND BUSINESS LEADERS INCREASINGLY SUPPORT THE MULTIPLE PATHWAYS APPROACH 0ROOF OF THIS  
growing support is demonstrated by the growth of a state-supported, career-themed academy program and  
also by the growth of business coalitions around California that are active in establishing multiple pathways  
in their communities.
s  (OWEVER WITHOUT PARENT AND STUDENT SUPPORT MULTIPLE PATHWAYS CANNOT SUCCEED THEIR ENGAGEMENT IS AN 
important component of bringing multiple pathways to scale. 
7   -
Ë?ÄË¬ÖMÄjaË?ËÄjÁjÄËwËÁ?aË?ÄÄ~jÍËÄÍÖajÄË?MÖÍËW?ÁjjÁË?W?ajjÄËÜjÁËÍjË?ÄÍËajW?ajËÍ?ÍËaW?ÍjÄËÍjË?¬¬Á?WË¬ÁÜjÄËÖÍWjÄËwÁËÄÍÖajÍÄ^Ë
¬?ÁÍWÖ?ÁßËwÁËÍÄjËÄÍË?ÍËÁÄËwËaÁ¬¬~ËÖÍËÁËÖajÁ?WjÜ~±Ë0jË -
ËÄÍÖajÄËjÞ?jaË?ËWÁÍËwËÄÍÖajÍÄËÝË?¬¬jaËÍËjË?ÜjÁ?~j¬jÁwÁ~ËW?ÁjjÁË
?W?ajjÄËÜjÁË¤yËßj?ÁÄ±Ë
¬?ÁjaËÝÍËÍjËWÍÁË~ÁÖ¬^ËW?ÁjjÁË?W?ajßËÄÍÖajÍÄËÝjÁjËÁjËjßËÍË?ÜjËW¬jÍjaË?W?ajWË?aË
0ËWÖÁÄjÝÁË?aË¬?ÁÍW¬?ÍjaË
ËÝÁM?ÄjaËj?Á~Ë¬¬ÁÍÖÍjÄËÍ?ÍËWÖajaË¬?aËÍjÁÄ¬Ä±
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Funding and Supporting Policy
s  #ERTAIN POLICIES AND STRUCTURES INHERENT TO THE TRADITIONAL SCHOOL MODEL MAKE IT DIFlCULT TO EXECUTE MULTIPLE 
pathways effectively. Innovative practitioners have been able to overcome these barriers; however, on a large, 
system-wide scale, doing so will be more difficult, due to lack of systematic incentives. Field leaders will need to 
cobble together funding in order to make multiple pathways work. 
Recommendations
After assessing the field, the Bridgespan team concluded that it was at an early stage of development, and 
needed to overcome a set of key barriers to make multiple pathways available to many more youth in California. 
Working closely with Irvine and the advisory committee, team members developed three recommendations:
 Recommendation #1 
Develop a clear, precise definition of multiple pathways, messaging aligned with that definition and a quality-control system 
to distinguish high-fidelity implementations.   
The field is not aligned on a definition of multiple pathways. Even though that may alienate some members of 
the field, it’s worth the tradeoff for the field to develop a more precise definition and message. The field also 
needs to develop a quality-control system to ensure that everyone can distinguish high-fidelity multiple pathways 
implementations. 
 
Recommendation #2  
Establish large-scale, system-wide demonstrations.  
Large-scale demonstrations are being hindered by a combined lack of evidence, infrastructure and regional 
intermediaries. The field needs to overcome these barriers to prove the feasibility and impact of multiple 
pathways at a district or county level.
 Recommendation #3  
Work to increase state funding and create more supportive policies that would facilitate broad adoption.  
Broad adoption of multiple pathways requires greater funding and more supportive state-level policies. 
Implementation of multiple pathways at the district or county level provides a unique opportunity to learn 
what’s required for scale and to build a constituency for statewide adoption. Policymakers should be involved 
in these demonstrations, perhaps through a formalized partnership, so that they can see the benefits and the 
requirements of multiple pathways when implemented at a district or county level. Parents, students and district 
leaders in these demonstration sites should also advocate for state-level funding and supportive policies for 
multiple pathways.
For more information
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